PALLADIUS
What allows the ‘natural qualities’ of ‘the most excellent wine’ to give pleasure? First, grapes as
close to perfection as possible, which demands small yields of highest quality fruit and meticulous
attention in the vineyard. Second, those grapes must be treated with utmost care, and vinified
with the least possible intervention, respecting each vineyard’s difference and allowing this
character to emerge and to blend with other characters to achieve a higher complexity. Palladius
is, above all, a wine of its vineyards.

The Soils & a Mediterranean White Blend
The Swartland region stretches north of Cape Town, between Durbanville and Piketberg, inland
from the Atlantic Ocean, centred the town of Malmesbury. Importantly, the area has a
remarkably stable climate, allowing us to achieve a consistent level of quality each year, in subtly
different vintage conditions. Excluding the recent droughts!
Initially identifying fine vineyards may be the most difficult element of the wine-producing
process. To achieve it demands commitment and sensitivity to the notion of terroir – that unity
of all the natural components that influence the vine and, ultimately, the grape itself: soil,
geology, landscape and climate. Coming to understand the complex interactions of all of the
myriad components – as well as the crucial effect of human intervention - is essential to liberating
great wine.
The distinction of The Palladius wine derives from its terroir, the character of the vintage, and a
restrained winemaking programme. The only objective being to produce a regional wine, with all
of the elements that currently is understood as being regional in wine terms. There is currently 11
official varieties that is kind of earmarked as being quintessentially Swartland and we include ALL
of them to be the best representation of the region. Thus, Chenin Blanc, Grenache Blanc,
Marsanne, Roussanne, Viognier, Semillon Blanc, Semillon Gris, Palomino, Clairette Blance,
Colombar and Verdellho. Some of the grapes varieties we are actually not even quite keen on, but
their exclusion will be more judgement than participation motivated.
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Current and Future Change in The Vineyards
Currently the Palladius blend is 17 different vineyards across the 11 varietals mentioned.
However, the recent changes in climate has forced us to start a proactive program on future
vineyard locations and varietals to be planted.
So future vineyards are planted in areas with greater resistance to drought, the planting
techniques and vineyard design has changed, the cover crops farming and the orientation and
densities of vines have changed, the summer management program has changed and many
aspects.

Above this we also embarked many year ago to get involved with government and the plant
improvement scheme and of late we have planted new more resistant varieties like Assyrtiko,
Cinsaut Blanc, Grillo, Cataratto, Fiano, Piquepoul Blanc, Macabeo and Vermentino. Some others
are in the pipeline!
The general drive of the above is to find grapes that just can be harvested earlier with greater
reserves of natural acid and fresh fruit aromas.
In the Cellar
Many changes were made in recent years but the most significant must be the 100% introduction
of clay and concrete vessels and stopping the use of barrels. The new cellar was completed for
the 2014 harvest.

Palladius today is vinified by whole bunch pressing, no settling of juice, thus direct transfer to the
clay and concrete for fermentation and first year aging. Then racked for additional 12 month in
big old wooden casks (very neutral) aging and bottling direct from the big casks.
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The Wine – 15 Years
Palladius was the first blend of its kind in South Africa!
Obviously, the wine has changed much and herewith just a brief explanation across the timeline
and also some notes on the Palladius Vertical that we will be releasing.
The 2002 Palladius departed by being the first ever blend of its kind(Chenin blanc , Grenache
blanc, Viognier and Chardonnay), the first commercial natural fermented wine to be bottled
unfiltered, all a perfect story but not with 9 grams of sugar! Thus, some of the bottles did referment and it is impossible to say which ones did or did not. Some even after the secondary
ferment in the bottle is actually most pleasant and have renewed freshness!
From 2003 being a very warm vintage onwards we actually made sure to bottle below 4 grams of
sugar residual and things went much better and the next number of vintages gained momentum.
By 2007 we introduced Clairette Blanche to gain the first step of freshness. And in 2008 we also
introduced Roussanne being picked also early. In 2009 we introduced Palomino and Semillon
blanc and Semillon Gris. Then in 2011 we introduced Verdellho, it had a massive contribution to
the overall blend. In 2014, Marsanne was introduced to the blend, also picked early as was the
case with the Roussanne. And in 2015 we introduced Colombard, it is normally picked around
12 % alcohol and also just most important in retaining the freshness of the final blend.
Thus, over a period of 14 years the blend and ageing changed significantly but ever since 2014
for most things have stabilized and the wine has finally made a landing. It is in the world of white
wines a true individual and original at the same time and something we are most proud off.
The Columella trajectory was much more linear whereas the Palladius went through massive
shifts of paradigm the strain and emotional roller-coaster ride was worth every drop!
The future change for the wine will be the introduction of newly planted varietals and one or two
better suited locations that were planted, but the vines obviously need to come of age and quality.
The aging of the first decade of Palladius in bottle is also distinctly different than say from the
2010 vintage and onwards as we have gathered in latter year that the earlier picking and
introduction of higher acidity varietals as well as leaving the oak behind, being all aspects that
were beneficial to greater future aging and building youth in our wines.
Enjoy!
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